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Financial security doesn’t come easily. It takes hard work and a responsible 
approach to protect the life that you’ve built for your loved ones. If anything 
happens to you, they will need financial resources to maintain the lifestyle 
you’ve provided. Lifetime Foundation indexed universal life insurance (IUL)  
can help. 

1 Provided you have met your premium requirements, regardless of policy performance.
2 Covered in more detail in “A Solid Foundation of Interest Crediting” section.

Life Insurance that Adapts 
to Your Evolving Needs

Lifetime Foundation can help you replace income that would be lost due to an early death. 
You may use life insurance proceeds, known as a death benefit, to help replace lost income 
if you die prematurely. At younger ages, the income replaced can help your loved ones 
meet their financial obligations. 

Later, during the critical saving years preceding retirement, the death benefit may become 
an integral part of a savings replacement strategy. You may replace the value of potential 
savings lost due to premature death, thereby fulfilling your retirement savings objectives 
for a spouse or partner. You may also use death benefits to leave a legacy or cover final 
expenses. Lifetime Foundation can help address your changing objectives. 

Death Benefit Needs Can Change Over Time

Lifetime Foundation offers two death benefit guarantees. 1 The initial death 
benefit guarantee applies at the beginning of the policy when you likely need 
the most protection. The extended death benefit guarantee ensures that a 
portion of the total face amount remains guaranteed for the life of the policy. 

Key Features of Lifetime Foundation Include:

• An initial death benefit guarantee
• An extended death benefit guarantee that can last your lifetime 
• Flexible premiums and premium frequencies
• A guaranteed minimum interest rate of 2%2

• The opportunity to accumulate cash value 



Striking the balance between your changing needs is Lifetime Foundation, 
the first-of-its-kind permanent life insurance product that adjusts the death 
benefit guarantee. This new approach to life insurance provides you with 
more guaranteed coverage early on when your life insurance need is likely the 
greatest while maintaining a proportional death benefit guarantee in later years 
when your focus transitions to savings protection and leaving a legacy. 

Lifetime Foundation has two levels of death benefit guarantees provided you 
meet applicable premium requirements:

• Initial Death Benefit Guarantee — the full face amount of your policy is 
guaranteed for 5-30 years, based on your issue age.

• Extended Death Benefit Guarantee — half of your policy’s face amount 
is guaranteed as long as your policy is in force. 

Lifetime Foundation uses a Minimum Premium Test to ensure your guarantees 
stay in force.1 Even if your policy’s cash value is zero, your coverage will 
continue as long as the total amounts of premiums paid are at least equivalent 
to the sum of the minimum required premiums due. 
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A New Type of Protection that Can Last Your Lifetime

Payment of the minimum required premium keeps this policy in force 
for your lifetime. 

The initial death benefit guarantee period is determined from the policy 
date and based on the insured’s issue age.

The initial death benefit guarantee period and minimum required 
premium are shown in your policy2.

At the end of the initial death benefit guarantee period, payment of 
your minimum required premium will continue to keep your policy 
in force for your lifetime with the extended death benefit guarantee. 
Remember, you have the ability to pay more than the minimum 
required premium. By paying only the minimum required premium, you 
may be foregoing the opportunity to build up significant cash value.

Issue
Age

Guarantee
Period

In Years

18-35 30

36-45 25

46-55 20

56-65 15

66-75 10

76-85 5

1 Your policy will include a minimum required premium to keep your policy in force. Also, because of the tax advantages of life 
insurance, the Internal Revenue Code has established maximum premium limits based on your policy’s face amount.
2 The initial death benefit guarantee period is referred to as “Basic No Lapse Guarantee (Basic NLG) Period” in your policy.

Initial Death Benefit Guarantee Period
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Lifetime Foundation Death Benefit Guarantees

The following charts illustrate how the guaranteed and non-guaranteed death benefits 
function in the Lifetime Foundation policy. This example assumes the minimum required 
premiums were paid and no loans or withdrawals were taken.

Lifetime Foundation offers a combination of death benefit guarantees. The initial death 
benefit guarantee ranges from 5-30 years depending on your age when the policy is 
issued. (Refer to the chart on the previous page for details.)

The extended death benefit guarantee serves as a floor of protection that will stay 
in force for the life of the policy, providing a guaranteed death benefit of half your 
policy’s face amount.  

Cash value is a key component of your life insurance policy. The cash value that 
accumulates inside of Lifetime Foundation helps support the full death benefit on a 
non-guaranteed basis. The premiums paid into the policy and the interest credited to the 
policy have an impact on the amount of cash value that accumulates. In the next example, 
you see the full death benefit supported on a non-guaranteed basis by the accumulated 
cash value in the policy.

Should your policy’s cash value reach zero, after the initial death benefit guarantee period, 
half of your total face amount is protected by the extended death benefit guarantee.
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Minimum required premiums are just that, minimums. Paying only the 
minimum required premium will keep the death benefit guarantees in force 
throughout your lifetime, however, there’s less opportunity to accumulate  
cash value. 

One of the advantages of indexed universal life insurance, like Lifetime 
Foundation, is that if you pay more than the minimum required premium, you 
have the potential to grow significantly more cash value. The more cash value 
you build, the longer the full death benefit can last.  

Premium Flexibility for Greater Benefits
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In an indexed universal life insurance policy, net premiums1 go into the cash 
value2 of your policy from which Accordia Life deducts insurance costs and 
other policy charges on a monthly basis. Accordia Life then credits interest to 
your cash value periodically. The cash value represents the cash accumulation 
feature of your policy. The major difference between traditional universal life 
insurance and indexed universal life insurance is the way interest is calculated 
and credited to the cash value of your life insurance policy.

Lifetime Foundation calculates and credits interest based in part on the 
upward movement of a major stock market index, subject to certain limitations 
such as caps, strategy expense charges and participation rates. This may give 
you greater potential for growth, particularly in a low-interest rate environment, 
compared to traditional universal life policies in which the insurance company 
declares the interest rate.

While you take advantage of interest crediting, based in part on the 
market index going up, you will not suffer losses due to the market index 
going down assuming your premium payments are sufficient to cover 
policy charges. Interest credits for any interest crediting period can be 
positive or zero. Indexed universal life insurance policies are not stock 
market investments and do not directly participate in any stock or equity 
investments. If you purchase indexed universal life insurance, you are not 
directly investing in a stock market index.

Market indices used in these strategies do not include dividends paid on 
the underlying stocks. Therefore, they do not reflect the total return of the 
underlying stocks. An indexed universal life policy is not comparable to a direct 
investment in the equity markets. 

The Role of Cash Values
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1 Net premiums are your paid premiums less a percentage charge.
2 The cash value of your policy is the account value less any applicable surrender charges.

The cash value serves as the engine that drives your policy. As Accordia 
Life credits interest and your cash value increases, the policy’s death 
benefit will stay in force longer. If at any time your cash value reaches 
zero and you have met the Minimum Premium Test, the death benefit 
guarantee will keep your policy in force for life. 



INCREASING DEATH BENEFIT

LEVEL DEATH BENEFIT

Death Benefit = Face Amount + Account Value

The advantage of choosing an increasing death benefit is that your 
death benefit will not only include the face amount but also the 
account value of your policy.

Death Benefit = Face Amount

The advantage of choosing a level death benefit is that, as your 
account value grows, the amount on which your cost of insurance 
charges are based decreases over the life of the policy. Your death 
benefit will equal the face amount of your policy at the time of death, 
minus prior withdrawals or unpaid loans. 

Option 2

Option 1

Lifetime Foundation offers a choice of two death benefit options to meet your 
individual life insurance objectives. 

Account
Value

Account
Value

Death Benefit

Death Benefit

Lifetime Foundation offers six indexed interest crediting strategies and a 
fixed rate interest crediting strategy that the insurance company declares 
periodically. On the fixed rate strategy, the policy guarantees that the declared 
interest rate will never be less than 2%. 

On the indexed strategies, the policy guarantees that the interest credited will 
never be less than 2% compounded annually over a defined period of time 
(either 5 or 6 years, depending on the interest crediting strategy chosen). 
Accordia Life applies the guaranteed interest either at the end of the fixed 
period or upon termination or maturity of the policy, whichever occurs first. 
These interest rate guarantees remain for the life of the policy. 

A Solid Foundation of Interest Crediting

Death Benefit Options
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You can take a loan or withdrawal from your available policy cash values at any 
time while your Lifetime Foundation policy is in force and has cash value. You 
can choose between a variable interest rate loan and a declared interest rate 
loan. The differences between these two options include how the loan interest 
is calculated and how Accordia Life applies any interest credits to amounts 
borrowed. Consult your Accordia Life insurance professional to determine 
which loan option is right for you.

Withdrawals will reduce the cash value of the policy by the amount of the 
withdrawal. A withdrawal may also reduce the policy’s face amount and may 
have adverse tax consequences. Surrender charges may apply.

You must have sufficient cash value to take a policy loan or withdrawal. 
Accessing your policy value through loans and withdrawals can impact your 
policy’s death benefit guarantees.

A 10% charge is deducted from each premium payment in all years.

Accordia Life currently assesses the monthly expense charge in the first ten policy 
years. The rate is based on insured’s age at issue, gender and underwriting class.

Accordia Life assesses a monthly policy charge of $6 through the insured’s age 121.

Accordia Life assesses the cost of insurance monthly. The cost of insurance rates 
vary by issue age, gender, underwriting class and policy year.

A surrender charge is an amount deducted from the policy’s account value if you 
surrender the policy within 15 years of the policy issue. If you decide to purchase 
additional coverage amounts in later years, each additional amount will have its own 
surrender charge period.

A rider charge is the cost of any optional rider you decide to add to your policy. 

Policy Charges

Premium Charge

Expense Charge

Monthly Policy Charge

Cost of  
Insurance Charge

Surrender Charge

Rider Charge

Lifetime Foundation has a non-guaranteed account value enhancement. Accordia 
Life intends to credit up to an additional 0.60% of interest annually to your policy’s 
account value. If credited, the enhancement applies beginning on the later of:

(1) The end of the policy year when the insured turns 65, or 
(2) The end of the tenth policy year.

Additional Features

Access to Policy Values
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Available Riders

Accordia Life offers several optional features, called riders, to 
further enhance your policy.1 

Wellness for Life® Rider – (Form ULWFL-E14) Reduce your insurance 
charges for healthy living habits.

Terminal Illness Accelerated Death Benefit Rider –  
(Form ICC13-LTABR-E14 or LTABR-E14) Automatically included.  
Access your death benefit if you become terminally ill.

Overloan Protection Rider – (Form ICC13-ILOPR-E14 or ILOPR-E14) 
Helps prevent your policy from lapsing due to excessive loan use. 

Accelerated Access Rider – (Form ICC13- LCABR-E14 or LCABR-E14) 
Access a portion of your death benefit if you become chronically ill.

Primary Insured Rider – (Form ICC13-ULPIR- E14 or ULPIR-E14) 
Additional level death benefit protection for the primary insured.

Additional Insured Rider – (Form ICC13-ULAIR-E14 or ULAIR-E14) 
Level death benefit protection for an additional qualified person.

Guaranteed Purchase Option Rider – (Form ICC13-ULGPO-E14 or 
ULGPO-E14) Provides you the opportunity to purchase additional 
amounts of permanent insurance at specified dates and/or certain life 
events.

Children’s Insurance Rider – (Form ICC13-ULCIR-E14 or ULCIR-E14) 
Level death benefit protection on children of the base insured.

Accidental Death Benefit Rider – (Form ICC13-ULADB-E14 or 
ULADB-E14) Additional level death benefit proceeds if death occurs as 
the result of an accident.

Waiver of Specified Premium Rider – (Form ICC13-ULWSP-E14 or 
ULWSP-E14) In the event of total disability, the specified premium 
amount is waived.

Core Riders: 
These are available on  
the policy, subject to state 
availability, and come with 
a nominal charge or no 
charge unless used. 

Additional Coverage Riders: 
Additional protection options 
offered at an additional cost.

Waiver Rider for Disability: 
Additional protection to help 
meet funding requirements 
in the event of a disability. 
This rider is offered at an 
additional charge.
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For life insurance that provides compelling features and benefits during your 
lifetime, as well as upon death, ask for Lifetime Foundation indexed universal 
life insurance. 
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To learn more about indexed universal life insurance, please ask your insurance 
professional for a copy of the Understanding Indexed Universal Life Guide, 
Form AIUL2013, or visit www.accordia.com.

A Lifetime of Financial Security

1 Some Riders are not available in all states.
2 Provided you have met your minimum required premium, regardless of policy performance.

Whether you’re in need of income replacement or savings protection, 
Lifetime Foundation has you covered. This novel life insurance product 
provides a combination of death benefit guarantees that offer you 
protection for your entire lifetime.2 The flexibility of Lifetime Foundation 
enables you to tailor your life insurance strategy to address your 
financial objectives. Regardless of your life stage, you can ensure 
financial security for your loved ones.



This brochure contains highlights only. Accordia Life bases all tax-related information contained herein on our current understanding 
of federal tax laws as they relate to life insurance or other subject matter discussed. These laws are subject to change in the future. 
Neither Accordia Life nor its representatives offer legal or tax advice. You should consult a personal tax advisor on any tax matters.

In order to comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, please be advised of the following: Unless expressly stated otherwise, any 
U.S. Federal tax advice contained in these materials, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 
by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service.

Policy forms ICC14-IULC-C15, IULC-C15, and IULC-C15-CRT. Endorsement forms IULPTP-E14 R6-14, IULFLX-E14 R6-14,  
ICC13-IULPTP-E14, IULPTP-E14 R10-14, ICC13-IULFLX-E14, IULFLX-E14 R10-14, ICC13-IULMCS-E14 and IULMCS-E14. Availability varies by 
state. In CA and NJ products are issued as a group insurance product issued to the Accordia Life and Annuity Company Group Trust, 
Rhode Island. If you purchase this product, you will receive an individual certificate. For administrative purposes, from time to time we 
may refer to your certificate as a policy or as a contract.

Guarantees provided are subject to the financial strength of Accordia Life and Annuity Company; not guaranteed by any bank or the FDIC.

Products issued by
Accordia Life and Annuity Company

215 10th Street
Des Moines, IA 50309

www.accordia.com
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Accordia Life is an innovative life insurance company, 
providing customers and agents proven expertise 
in indexed universal life insurance. The company’s 
products help meet the protection, wealth transfer 
and small-business needs of customers throughout 
the United States. Accordia Life’s success is built on 
a foundation of experience, exceptional products and 
deep relationships. 

Accordia Life and Annuity Company is a subsidiary 
of Global Atlantic Financial Group Limited, a financial 
services company focused on the annuity, life insurance 
and reinsurance markets with $40 billion in assets and 
nine offices.

About Accordia LIfe


